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Abstract—The data from or about an individual, called personal data, is continuously increasing due to popularity of smartphones, wearables and other ubiquitous devices. Such personal data can be used to model a user and even digitally clone a person, e.g., Cyber-I (cyber individual) that aims at creating a unique and comprehensive description for every individual to support various personalized services and applications. Due to heterogeneity and sensitivity of personal data, one important issue is how to effectively collect and manage personal data with sufficient security protection. Another important issue is how to figure out an individual’s character, i.e., personality from personal data. Therefore, this research is focused on personal data management and personality analysis in a smartphone based client-server system. The smartphone functions as not only a source of personal data but also a gateway to manage other wearables and communicate with a server that keeps personal data in a larger amount and a longer period. A multi-security mechanism is implemented to ensure data security in collection, transmission and storage. Personality analysis is made from data normalization, feature extraction and clustering, to personality computation based on sociological personality theories.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A lot of big data is from or about users because of the popular uses of the PCs, smartphones, wearables and other ubiquitous devices. Such user’s related data is generally called personal data, which exhibits two basic features, the heterogeneity, i.e., data from diverse sources in various forms, and the sensitivity, i.e., private data with high security concerns. Therefore, two fundamental issues are (1) how to effectively collect and manage personal data with sufficient protection of data security and user’s privacy, and (2) how to utilize personal data to know more about users and further provide better personalized services and applications.

Cyber-I (Cyber Individual) is our lab’s continuous research to tackle the two fundamental issues since 2009, and a Cyber-I is a counterpart of a real individual (Real-I) in cyberspace [1]. It aims at a unique and comprehensive personal description as a digital clone for every real individual and various personalized services. In our previous research, a PC based client-server system was developed for a general management framework of heterogeneous data and multiple Cyber-Is, especially in their life cycle of birth, growth and death [2]. In the PC-based system, the data collections are basically done manually or semi-automatically, and data security function has not been developed.

Hence, the first research objective in this study is to develop a smartphone based client-server system that can automatically manage the collection of data from the smartphone itself and nearby wearables, the storage of data in a SQLite local database inside the smartphone, and the upload of data from the local database to a remote Mongo database in the server. The dynamic scheduling, prompt adjustment and instantaneous data pre-process are key techniques necessary for the automatic data management.

Our next research objective is to ensure personal data security in the process of data collection, storage as well as transmissions between the smartphone and the corresponding server. Although our previous work has been carried out on privacy preservation in the accesses of Cyber-I’s information [3], our current work is mainly for necessary security techniques to protect personal data. A multi-security mechanism with using a hash algorithm and an asymmetric encryption algorithm is designed and implemented to guarantee the data integrity and data safety.

The third research objective is to analyze an individual’s basic character, i.e., personality, automatically with utilizations of personal data collected and accumulated by the smartphone-based system. Previously, we have done relatively more research on Cyber-I modeling that could be growable along with the increasing personal data [4]. Since the personality is human’s essential character and would be useful to guide the growable modeling, we have conducted preliminary personality analysis consisting of data normalization, feature extraction, feature clustering and personality computation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section is about others’ work and their relations with our work. Section III describes our system architecture and key functions including the security mechanism. Section IV illustrates the management of personal data and related operations. Section V explains the process and algorithms in personality analysis. In Section VI, system performance tests and representative case studies are presented. Conclusions and future work are drawn in the last section.
II. RELATED WORK

Lifelog systems, inspired by Vannevar Bush’s concept of “MEMory EXtenders” (MEMEX), are capable of collecting and storing a person’s lifetime experience as a multimedia database [5]. As defined by Dodge and Kitchin, lifelogging is conceived as a form of pervasive computing consisting of a unified, digital record of the totality of an individual’s experiences, captured multi-modally through digital sensors and stored permanently as a personal multimedia archive [6]. Lifelog, as a special human logging technology, is basic in our research that needs to capturing and storing personal data from a smartphone and the nearby wearable devices.

Another primary task in lifelog is to manage personal data from various sources and in different forms or media. Ahmed and his lab proposed a lifelog framework “SemanticLIFE” [7], which was aimed at building a systematic personal information management mechanism over a human lifetime with using ontologies for the representation of semantics according to the living characteristics. The corresponding system consisted of a personal data acquisition layer and an elementary data process layer. Our system is built based on a smartphone that manages the data acquisitions from both the smartphone and wearables, and further upload the data to the server with high more integrated storage and management. We further apply a series of security techniques in personal data collection, storage and transmissions in our system.

User modeling that is a subdivision of human-computer interaction (HCI) and aims at customization and adaptation of systems to the user’s specific needs [8]. A generic user modeling server for adaptive Web systems (GUMSAWS) was proposed by J. Zhang, et al [9]. This system is able to act as a centralized user modeling server to support adaptations of various Web systems concurrently and offer multiple user modeling functions. Accordingly, associated Web sites can be automatically adapted to users’ needs for personalization. Our Cyber-I is a more general one for human modeling, which is beyond of a specific application dependent user modeling and expected to be used for various personalized services and applications. The unique feature of Cyber-I modeling is the growing capability that a Cyber-I can grow to become bigger, higher and closer for successive approximation to its Real-I [4]. The personality analysis, which is essential in general user modeling and also important in our Cyber-I modeling.

Clustering techniques are certainly necessary in personality analysis. The K-means cluster algorithm, proposed by Stuart Lloyd [10], is a method of vector quantization for data classification widely used in data mining. Besides using a clustering algorithm to get user’s commonness, the personality analysis further needs to figure out special features of a person. Personality refers to individual differences in characteristic patterns of thinking, feeling and behaving [11]. Currently, there are various kinds of personality research based on different sociological personality test theories [12]. Among them, the Big Five personality trait theory is the most authoritative one, widely used to obtain personality traits [13]. Similar to the previous research in Cyber-I’s birth stage [2], our present personality analysis is also based on the Big Five trait theory but using the data collected automatically during the Cyber-I’s growth stage.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE SMARTPHONE-BASED SYSTEM

Our smartphone-based system has adopted the client/server mode where the smartphone acts as a client and Tomcat acts as a server. The general system architecture and functions in both client and server sides are shown in Fig. 1. The local DB is one embedded in the smartphone, and the server DB is for persistently keeping all data from many users.

![Architecture of the smartphone-based client/server system](image)

**Fig. 1. Architecture of the smartphone-based client/server system**

A. Function Modules in Smartphone

In the smartphone side, there are three modules, a client manager, a data collector and a communication controller. The client manager contains three sub-managers to manage data collection, local data and data communications, respectively. The data collector includes a data processor to collect data from various sources. The communication controller consists of an operation selector, a security processor and a message dispatcher, which acts as a bridge to provide a stable and safe communications between the client and server. For the features of small storage, swift operation and high compatibility, the SQLite database is more suitable to be a local DB. The client manager will also control the local DB, which will be discussed in the next section.

B. Function Modules in Server

In the server side, there are also three modules, a server manager, a communication controller and a personality analyzer. The server manager contains three sub-managers to data operation, communication and analysis, respectively. The server data sub-manager provides a data operation interface for a user to manipulate his/her personal data in sever DB and for a system administrator to manage the whole data of all users. The Mongo DB is chosen as the server DB due to its feature of no-SQL, swift index-ability and simultaneous access support. The detail about the data operations and the server DB are discussed in the next section. The personality analyzer provides a series of functions to compute a user’s personality, which is discussed in Section V.

C. Data Collector

The data collector in a smartphone is in charge of collecting data from sensors and toolkits equipped inside the smartphone as well as from outside wearables devices and APPs on the Internet as shown in Fig. 2.
The smartphone itself can provide a plenty of usage data and sensing data. For instance, an iPhone has two integrated interfaces, HomeKit and HealthKit. In addition, sensors embedded in a smartphone can also be used to get GPS, light, acceleration, pressure and other data. Currently many wearables offer a network such as Bluetooth to connect a smartphone. So a smartphone can take the data from wearables such as smart watch, bracelet, ring, etc. Further, a smartphone can be used to get information such as weather from outside APPs and SNS via the Internet. When data is collected, there may exist more or less redundancy in the data. So, the data filter shown in Fig. 2 is responsible for detection and removal of redundant data. The personal data after screened may be disorganized, and thus needs to be reorganized chronologically by the data organizer shown in Fig. 2. Data from different sources may also need to be combined, and this job is done by the data integrator shown in Fig. 2.

D. Communication Controller

Stable and safe communications between a smartphone and a server are essential in the system. The communication controller consists of three modules, an operation selector, a security processor and a message dispatcher as shown in Fig. 3. The operation selector is to provide some concise but comprehensive operations including data synchronizations and commands, such as basic client functions, user personal settings and system administration instructions. The security processor is for validation of a smartphone user, verification of data integrity, and generation of security information. The security info generator contains four parts: (1) key generator for personal data and operation, (2) dynamic private key generation by the special key rotation table, (3) information discretization processor with hash algorithm, and (4) personal data digital signature integrator for encrypting and combing data with security information. The message dispatcher includes the data protocol normalization and de-normalization. It supports client-server communications using standard Internet protocols such as HTTPS and FTP, and some special protocol such as DSR (Data Segment Resolution) protocol to distinguish operation, personal data and security information, and EKE (Encrypted Key Exchange) protocol for password authentication.


A. Data Collection Sub-Manager

As mentioned previously, the personal data in our system is from various sources in different forms. It is thus necessary to control and coordinate the data collections from the multiple sources. The data collection control is according to a file of the collection schedules that is stored in the local DB. The schedules specify that when data will be captured or acquired for every data source. Due to the data heterogeneity in different sources, the schedule for a data source is decided with considerations of data change rate, collection condition, local DB capacity, upload situation, etc. Another factor to be considered in setting the schedules is the energy consumption of a smartphone battery. It is necessary to make some tradeoff between the frequency of data collection and the reduction of power usage.

B. Local Database Sub-Manager

The local DB is a tiny database that is embedded in a smartphone. Considering the small size and high compatibility, it is a SQLite database. The local DB sub-manager is responsible of the database initialization and temporary personal data storage before the data is uploaded to the server DB. The sub-manager also provide an interface with basic data operations of CRUD (Create, Retrieval, Update and Delete) for a user to access and manipulate personal data in local and server DBs. Another CRUD interface is also made for administrators.

C. Communication Sub-Manager

The communication sub-manager is needed for both the smartphone and the server, and it connects directly to a database and a communication controller. The sub-manager is aimed at the fast data synchronization between a client and a server, and the rapid response during the client-server communications. The above functions are actually done by the operation selector, security processor and message dispatcher, whose working flow is automatically coordinated by the sub-manager.

D. Server Database Sub-Manager

In the server side, the No-SQL Mongo DB is adopted as a server database with considering its high index-ability, large data amount from many users, and heterogeneous data types from various sources. Once a user registers to the system, the user’s ID and login information will be created and kept in a table including all users. Each user’s personal data is cataloged in four types, i.e., basic data, model data, raw data and settings, which are in four correspond tables of the Mongo DB. Because of the no-structure feature of Mongo DB, all raw data to a user can be placed into a single table in the database no matter what data forms and media are

E. Personality Analysis Sub-Manager

The personality analysis sub-manager is resided in the server side as a controller to schedule and handle procedures in the personality analysis. For different users, the corresponding procedure may be different according to the user’s personal data types, data amount, increasing rate and so on. The detailed procedure and related processing in the personality analysis is discussed in the next section.

V. Personality Analysis

The personality analysis is a process consisting of data normalization, feature extraction, feature clustering and personality computing, as shown in Fig. 5. First, the raw data will be taken from the server database and the data normalization will be carried out. Next, the normalized data will be used to extract features, which will be further clustered. Finally, the personality computation will be conducted based on feature extraction and clustering results.

![Personality Analysis Process](image)

Fig. 5. Personality analysis process

A. Data Normalization

Data normalization contains three main functions that are irrelevant data removal, data vectorization processing and vector data normalization. The irrelevant data removal is to remove unnecessary information such as data ID and some flags. The vectorization processing is to take data values with different attributes from a single data source. For instance, a user’s movement routes and often staying areas can be taken from the same GPS records. The vector data normalization can be done with using three different algorithms: min-max scaling, standard deviation normalization, and logarithmic normalization. The advantage of min-max scaling is that all data values can be scaled to the maximum of “1” and the minimum of “0”. The standard deviation normalization is an algorithm to normalize data according to the data’s average value and compute the deviation with this average. The logarithmic normalization is a nonlinear procedure to deal with nonlinear data. It is widely used especially when data analysis involves a large amount of data. In our research, the min-max scaling and the standard deviation are used more often.

B. Feature Extraction

Data features are extracted according to three aspects: (1) the features during a user’s data collection process, called data collection features, (2) the features associated with a user’s
existence states including biologic states such as the user’s heart rate and location information, which is called biologic features, and (3) the features associated a user’s additional information such as the user’s preference according to his/her browsing history, which is called additional data features. The latter two features called data value feature. The collection features are mainly extracted from the data sources, the data collection schedule and the system usage. The biologic features can be described as the basic properties and natural behaviors of a living being. The regularity computing and burst computing are applied to the biologic feature extraction for different types of data. The additional data feature extraction is mainly for getting statistics of data type, usage and proportion in order to discover the behavior characteristics.

C. Feature Clustering

The feature clustering is for clustering the commonness with the appropriate data features from the majority of persons. The K-means clustering algorithm is embedded in the system as the basic clustering algorithm, and its formula is below.

$$C_s = \arg \min \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{x \in S_i} \| x - \mu_i \|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where each element $x$ belongs to the element set $S_i$, the $k$ is a number of centroid $\mu_i$, and the $C_s$ belongs to the set of arguments ($^{*}$ arg $^{*}$) that minimize $(\min )$ the function norm in set $S$. With the K-means clustering algorithm, we can separate the data into two or more different cluster. The centroid computation is shown in formula (2),

$$r_i = \frac{\sum m_i \cdot r_i}{\sum m_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where the $r_i$ is a centroid in cluster of data, the $r_i$ and $m_i$ are each element’s influence factor and value, respectively. A centroid is relied on a clear data distinction. The calculation of feature relativity $R$ is given in formula (3).

$$R = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} C_i}{n \sum_{i=1}^{k} r_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where the $C_i$ is the K-means center. We can just apply the above the clustering calculations to any of data features and take the same processing. Each process has own cluster centers and the feature relativity. Further, completed cluster centers will be integrated by features of relativities and their cluster centers.

D. Personality Computation

We compute the personality from four different perspectives. (1) The behavior pattern computation is based on the Type A and Type B personality theory, in which human’s behaviors is classified to two contrary types. (2) The cognition computation is to calculate the set of mental abilities such as human’s preferences in this research. (3) The emotion computation is about a person’s attitude, which is a complicated and stabilized in biological evaluation and physiological experience. We only extract and verify human’s daily emotion based on the Robert Plutchik’s theory of a wheel of emotions, mainly by counting emotion changes associated with behaviors. (4) The personality traits computation in our research is based on the Big Five personality test that is the most popular one. And a factor is approached by integrating each features and its relativity. The personality feature value $F$ can be computed by formula (4).

$$F = \sum_{i=1}^{k} R_i - \frac{l_i}{C_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where, the $R_i$ is the relativity, the $l_i$ is the extracted data, and $C_i$ is the cluster center in each feature. Personality can be separated into several different levels or parts according to different personality theory.

VI. EVALUATION AND CASE STUDY

To evaluate performance of our system, a series of experiments have been conducted for testing its data communication and security. A case study about the personality analysis is also shown with using actual personal data samples.

A. Network and Energy Usages

In the experiments, an iPhone6 was used as a client to manage data collections and uploads to a server PC running a Windows 2003 OS. Fig. 6 shows the smartphone’s network activity and energy usage in 24 hours. It can be seen that the network activity is not continuous but periodic, and the same is for energy usage. This is because the data collections and uploads are done periodically with following the pre-specified data collection and synchronous schedules. Also, experiment has shown that the energy consumed in running our system is only about 2% in the smartphone’s total energy consumptions.

B. Data Integrity and Security

Each set of collected data has an individual MD5 code for data integrity, and be encrypted with AES as shown in Fig. 7.
and the right part is encrypted one, which is just an unreadable symbol string. The security process has prevented illegal modifications and reorganizations in communications between the client and server.

C. Case Study on Personality Computation

In this case study, GPS data and sleep data were chosen as samples for personality computation. Ten tester’s data sets were collected and processed with following the four steps, data normalization, feature extraction, feature clustering and personality computation as explained in the last section. Fig. 8 shows the clustered results according to the ten testers’ GPS and sleep data features.

![Fig. 8. K-means clustering](image)

Each tester was asked to complete a questionnaire to test his/her behavior personality. We divided the ten testers into three types: ‘A’ that is ambitious, rigidly organized, highly status-conscious, sensitive and impatient, ‘B’ that is totally contrasted to type A, and ‘N’ that is neutral, in-between type A and type B. After the K-means clustering process, the three clusters’ centers are as follows: (6.125, 1.645), (8.000, 1.700), and (7.000, 1.835). The centroid and the data reliability are shown in Fig. 9.

![Fig. 9. Feature relativity computation and a new sample computation](image)

We can see from the left part that r1 to r3 are centroids, C1 to C3 are cluster centers, and R1 to R3 are data reliabilities in the cluster centers. The right one describes a new sample computation based on the left parameters. The data (8.42, 0.65) indicates that the tester’s average sleep time is 8.42 hours and walking speed is 0.65 m/s. A result finally computed shows that the tester’s behavior type is N, namely a neutral one. As compared with the questionnaire previously did by the tester, the result shows the tester is indeed a type N, the same as the computed value.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This research is to design and develop a smartphone based client-server system for three main objectives. The first one is to automatically collect the data from embedded sensors and apps in a smartphone and wearable devices worn by a user, and upload the collected data from a SQLite local database in the smartphone to a remote MongoDB database in the server. The second one is to guarantee data integrity and security due to the sensitivity of personal data. The third is the personality analysis that is carried out in four steps, namely data normalization, feature extraction, feature clustering and personality computation, based on the Big Five trait theory. A representative example as case study was conducted to show the personality analysis process and the analyzed results.

Future research will be conducted in the following aspects. First, the system should be more scalable so that more sources of data from various apps and wearables can be flexibly added to and integrated into the system. Second, the scheduler needs to be further improved for more coherent management of data collections from extensible data sources. Third, the multi-security mechanism in the system needs to be tested to check its possible security problems. Forth, the effectiveness of current personality analysis should be widely tested for further improvements.
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